










❶MANUAL & AUTO – START GENERATOR  

CONTROLLER (DSE 7310MKⅡ) 

❷CONTROL POWER SWITCH

❸ VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

❹ Circuit Breaker (For main)

❺EARTH LEAKAGE RELAY 

❻ CIRCUIT BREAKER

(For 3-Phase Receptacle 32A) 

❼ CIRCUIT BREAKER 

(For 3-Phase Receptacle 63A) 

❽CIRCUIT BREAKER 

（For 1-Phase Receptacle 16A) 

❾1-PHASE RECEPTACLE (16A) 

❿ 3-PHASE RECEPTACLE(32A)

⓫3-PHASE RECEPTACLE (63A)
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❶MANUAL & AUTO – START GENERATOR CONTROLLER (DSE6110MKⅡ) 

➋ CONTROL POWER SWITCH

➌VOLTAGE REGULATOR   ➍ Circuit Breaker (For main)

➎EARTH LEAKAGE RELAY   ➏ CIRCUIT BREAKER (For 3-Phase Receptacle 30A) 

❼CIRCUIT BREAKER (For 3-Phase Receptacle 15A) 

❽CIRCUIT BREAKER （For 1-Phase Receptacle 16A) 

➒ 1-PHASE RECEPTACLE (16A) ➓ 3-PHASE RECEPTACLE(15A)

⓫ 3-PHASE RECEPTACLE (30A)
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Denyo’s generators run quietly thanks to the Company’s original soundproofing

technology. The Soundless Type & Ultra Soundproof Type in particular features a 
low-noise engine, low-noise fan, the addition of a silencer, and special structures 
such as changes to the hood shape, which create a low noise level similar to that of 
a quiet office.

Quiet Operation

●Environmental Base
An environmental base catches spilled  fuel  and oil and stop it from 
leaking out of the generator (accumulated fuel and oil can be 
discharged through a  drain with a single touch).

● Easy to Drain

Water and oil collected in ECO tank drains easily through large caliber drain
valve. Swivel-type oil drain increases the speed of draining compared to
conventional type.

Large Caliber Swivel-type Oil Drain

-Routine maintenance is easy with Denyo’s generators. Engine oil, 
the battery, and coolant are all checked at one location.
-External drain plugs for oil, fuel and water are fitted for convenience 
in performing routine maintenance.

・Forklift Pocket Base*1

・Big Tank for 24 hours operation
・Battery Switch
・Customized Color

The filling structure prevents fuel leakage from 
generator even if spilled while fueling.

’

*About other options, please consult

*1 DCA-60USEI5,DCA-110USEI5  are standard equipment

Exhaust gas after treatment system

・4 Pole Main Circuit Breakers
・Controller indicates alarm when  something  is 
wrong or automatically shuts the engine down.
・Engine shuts down when door opens.
・Emergency stop button.

DOD DPF:
DCA-41ESEK5,DCA-41USEK5
DPD SCR:
DCA-60ESEI5,DCA-60USEI5,DCA-110ESEI5,DCA-110USEI5
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Praised for their stable welding performance with little reduction in voltage as a result of their durability and

drooping characteristic, Denyo’s engine-driven welders are found in use in countries throughout the world.

They can even be used as high-performance engine-driven generators. Equipped with idle-control systems

that reduce fuel consumption, Denyo’s welders provide excellent economic efficiency.

Exceptional Welding Performance
A built-in high-performance generator ensures a stable supply of welding current. This enables outstanding welding 
performance with an extremely long arc and little arc interruption with the welding electrode.

Maintainability
DLW-400ESEW5 provides “one-side
maintenance” in which daily checks and 
maintenance can be performed just by
opening a single door.

Environmentally Friendly

Safety

●Welding mode selector switch 

CC(Constant current characteristic)
Even when the arc length becomes long and
thus the voltage rises, the current remains same.

DROOP(Drooping characteristic)
When the arc length becomes long and thus  the
voltage rises, the current decreases.

●Arc Force Regulator
Adjust “Arc Force Regulator” SOFT, HARD or STANDARD”.

SOFT:         Pipe welding and welding in all types of positions.

Able to get the end result looks more manicured because of 
the less spatter.

HARD:        Overlay welding, Underwater welding, Arc air gouging.
Makes arc start easier. (Prevent the electrode form getting  
stuck on the base material.)

STANDARD: Fillet welding. If you are ever in doubt, choose “STANDARD”.

Change “Welding mode selector switch” to DROOP/CC
to get suitable welding conditions.

DROOP (Drooping characteristic): For stick welding and if you want to change 
the conditions by the arc length. 

CC (Constant Current characteristic): For stick welding and if you want to do 
stable welding.

e-mode (3 Position)
Automatically adjust the engine rpm 
based on welding current.

Dual Operator Welding Able to do double-duty at all kinds of work sites.
Denyo Engine Welders can provide high quality 
electricity. It can be used for the power source 

for the precision machinery such as computer.  

DLW-400ESEW5 can be used for welding by two 
operators at the same time. This helps reduce 
purchasing costs for welding machines and 
contributes significantly to work efficiency 
improvements.

・ Equipped with an earth leakage relay

・A warning lamp notifies users when an abnormality has 
occurred (drop in oil pressure, rise in water temperature, poor
battery charge).

ECO-BASE:
ECO-BASE is a base which has an oil receiver installed inside. You do not need to put an
extra tray on the bottom of generator. It is designed to receive fuel, oil and coolant 
water when they are discharged accidentally.

Equipped with environmentally friendly clean engines, DLW-400ESEW5 complaints

with the EU’s emission regulations (Stage V).
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Denyo Europe B.V.

Denyo’s products are valued by customers around the world and 

employed in diverse settings. In addition to its locations in 

Japan, Denyo operates a highly responsive global manufacturing

and sales system with three overseas production sites (in

Indonesia, the United States, and Vietnam) and four sales and

after-sales service sites (in the United States, Singapore, Vietnam

and the Netherlands).
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2 Denyo America Corporation 

Denyo Manufacturing Corporation

3 Denyo Vietnam Co., Ltd. Denyo Trading Vietnam Co., Ltd. 
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P.T. Dein Prima Generator

Domestic Denyo Group Companies
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3&4
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Denyo Asia Pte. Ltd.

Denyo United Machinery Pte. Ltd.
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Head Office

Tel: 31-30-666-8314 Fax: 31-30-662-2150

http://www.denyo.co.jp/group/europe

http://www.denyo.co.jp/english

